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1. COMPANY INFORMATION
Name of business:

Chem Cleaner (Pty) Ltd

Registration Number:

51608

Tin Number:

200042466-9

Type of business:

Manufacturer of domestic and industrial
cleaning chemicals

Address:

BEDCO Room 7C
Hlotse
Leribe 300
Lesotho

Contacts:

(+266) 59722242/ 62722242

Email:

chemcleaner2@gmail.com

2. Background
Chem-cleaner (Pty) Ltd is a registered company which has been in
existance since November 2015. The company has been motivated by
the observation that the entry into the market is easy as long as the
products cater for individual consumer's needs. During this period it has
gained considerable experience on the nature and needs of the customers
in the sector. Institutional customers and their respective suppliers
normally buy in bulk from manufacturers who specifically produce what
the customers want because retailers do not provide for their individual
needs. Generally the existing brands in large retailers do not cater for
individual cleaning needs. For instance there are no retailers who may
supply dertergents in large quantinties scale such as degreaser, toilet
dispersant, anti-freeze, pine gel etc. Further, institutional customers such
as hospitals and health centres, fleet companies, carwashes, schools,
resturants etc need specially formulated products to cater for their
cleaning needs. Given our experience we have capacity to formulate
products which can be used by the following markets:


Hospitals and health centre



Fleet companies











Mining
Cleaning companies
Motor spars and garages
Car washes
Textile industries
Schools
Restaurants
Morques
Hotels and Guest Houses

3. Products Offered
Table 1. list of products manufactured by the company and their
functions
Products
Pine gel

Function
It is a multi-purpose detergent used for dish
washing, floor cleaning and clothes. It acts as a
disinfectant and fly repellent
Domestic washing of dishes
It is used as a disinfectant in cleaning morgues
equipment
Antiseptic disinfectant liquid that removes germs
from skin, safeguards from infections caused by
cuts and scratches and can also be used as
household disinfectant on home surfaces

Dish washing Liquid
Triple pine
Pine Fresh

Spot and Stain remover

Removing strong stains on clothes

Aluminium cleaner

It removes greasy dirt on metallic objects and
maintains metals shiny

Floor Stripper

Effective for floor scrubbing and dirt removal on the
floor

Hand soap, hand sanitiser Kill germs and leave the skin soft and clean
and
foam
bath,
pinefresh(dettol)
All-purpose cleaner
It removes stain on hard and soft surfaces. It also
dissolves oils and dirt on spongy materials
Engine Cleaner
It dissolves grease, oils and dirt on engine parts
without strong rubbing
Anti-freeze
coolant

and

summer Makes car radiator functions well; prohibiting
both overheating and freezing

Polish (furniture, tyre and It maintains the colour and texture of different
dashboard)
materials.
Heavy-duty Degreaser

It is a special degreaser formulated to remove
oils and hard core dirt
Distilled water
Used in car battery electrodes
Battery acid
Used in car battery electrodes
Toilet draining and cleaning These products are used to biodegrade the
(drain
cleaner,
toilet organic matter and also deal with bad smell in
dispersant,
toilet
bowel the toilets
cleaner, duo blocks)
NB: Chem Cleaner is not limited to the products listed above, some of the
detergents and other cleaning chemicals are produced on request.

3.1 Products which are already branded

3.2 Chem Cleaner Products in store

4. Company News
Chem Cleaner is supplying four motor spares/ car dealers in Berea, two motor
spares/ car dealers in Leribe and one in Mohale's Hoek with car products such as
anti-freeze, engine cleaner, tire polish, dashboard polish and other detergents.
Chem-cleaner also supply one big company in Berea with dertergent/soap

in

large quantinties (e.g 300L drums monthly) for cleaning of machinery and trucks.
We also supply about three supermarkets in Hlotse town with pine gel in bulk.
Chem Cleaner manufactures cleaning chemicals for about four morturies in
Lesotho.
Chem Cleaner managed to aquire one distributer in Maseru who will serve the
clients in Maseru district.
The company is working tirelessly to reach all the districts in Lesotho by finding
distributers who can work with Chem-cleaner in every district of Lesotho to meet
customers' needs.

5. Chem Cleaner References
1. Mr Tumiso Lithakong
Accounting Officer
Lephema Executive Transport
Contacts: (+266)22500699/58789875
2. Mr Bathelezi Mochecha
Procurement Officer
Lesotho Funeral Services Hlotse
Contacts: (+266)22400355/ 58453343
3. Mr Makhalemele Matela
Managing Director
Louis Motor Spares
Contacts: (+266)58718072/ 62718072
4. Dr. T. Thamae
Faculty of Science and Technology
National University of Lesotho
Contacts:(+266) 59686731
thamaetm@gmail.com

